27. Complete the chart below by identifying two things Bobby plans to do when he is older. Use details from the passage in your answer.

**WHAT BOBBY PLANS TO DO IN THE FUTURE**

1. **Become a pro baseball player**
   - correct

2. **Get into the "Hall of Fame"**
   - correct

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has provided text-based details to correctly identify two things Bobby plans to do when he is older (“Become a pro baseball player”; “Get into the ‘Hall of Fame’”).
Why does Bobby say he is not “a perfect person”? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

Bobby say he is not “a perfect person” because he dose not get math into his head.

In this response, the student has provided a text-based detail to explain why Bobby says he is not a perfect person (“he dose not get math into his head”).
How does baseball affect Bobby’s schoolwork differently in math class than it does in language arts class? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

Baseball affects Bobby’s schoolwork differently in math class than it does in language arts because in language arts he writes baseball stories and in math he can’t.

In this response, the student has provided a few text-based details to explain how baseball affects Bobby’s schoolwork (“in language arts he writes baseball stories and in math he can’t”).
Bobby says, “The biggest thing in my life is baseball.” Write an essay in which you describe what Bobby does that shows that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now and that baseball will also be an important part of his life in the future. Use details from the passage in your answer.

In your essay, be sure to
- describe the things Bobby does that show that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now
- describe the things Bobby does that show he plans for baseball to be an important part of his life in the future
- include details from the passage to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Bobby writes baseball stories, he always has baseball records in his head. He always thinking about baseball. Bobby gave him self a baseball name “Bobby Baseball Eta.” Bobby wrote a speech if he ever got into the hall of fame.
In this extended response, the student has provided a limited description of the importance of baseball in Bobby’s life now (“always has baseball records in his head”; “always thinking about baseball”) and how he plans for it to be an important part of his future (“wrote a speech if he ever got into the hall of fame”). The response includes a few relevant text-based details, but there is little development and the support is weak. There is little attempt to maintain focus and organization. It is readable with little sense of voice and uses basic vocabulary.

Cluster Score = 2

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill some requirements of the task. Although the student has addressed basic elements of the passage and has shown an understanding of the importance of baseball in Bobby’s life, very few text-based details are provided to illustrate how baseball affects his everyday life. The responses demonstrate little evidence that the student has understood more than parts of the passage.
Complete the chart below by identifying two things Bobby plans to do when he is older. Use details from the passage in your answer.

**WHAT BOBBY PLANS TO DO IN THE FUTURE**

1. He plans to become a Major League baseball player.
2. Bobby plans to become an author. He'll write in the off season.

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has provided text-based details to correctly identify two things Bobby plans to do when he is older ("become a Major League baseball player"; "become an author").
Why does Bobby say he is not “a perfect person”? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

Bobby says he is not a perfect person because he is a show off. He likes to brag a lot.

In this response, the student has provided a text-based detail to explain why Bobby says he is not a perfect person (“is a show off”; “likes to brag a lot”).
How does baseball affect Bobby’s schoolwork differently in math class than it does in language arts class? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

In math class, there is nothing about baseball. In language arts class, Bobby can write about baseball all the time.

In this response, the student has provided a few text-based details to explain how baseball affects Bobby’s schoolwork (“In math class, there is nothing about baseball”; “In language arts class, Bobby can write about baseball all the time”).
Bobby says, "The biggest thing in my life is baseball." Write an essay in which you describe what Bobby does that shows that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now and that baseball will also be an important part of his life in the future. Use details from the passage in your answer.

In your essay, be sure to
- describe the things Bobby does that show that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now
- describe the things Bobby does that show he plans for baseball to be an important part of his life in the future
- include details from the passage to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Bobby writes about baseball for every story in language arts class. He is always dreaming of becoming a Major League baseball player. He brags about how he is getting into the Hall of Fame.
In this extended response, the student has provided a limited description of the importance of baseball in Bobby’s life now (“writes about baseball for every story”) and how he plans for it to be an important part of his future (“becoming a Major League baseball player”; “getting into the Hall of Fame”). The response includes a few relevant text-based details, but there is little development and the support is weak. There is little attempt to maintain focus and organization. It is readable with little sense of voice and uses basic vocabulary.

Cluster Score = 2

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill some requirements of the task. Although the student has addressed basic elements of the passage and has shown an understanding of the importance of baseball in Bobby’s life, very few text-based details are provided to illustrate how baseball affects his everyday life. The responses demonstrate little evidence that the student has understood more than parts of the passage.
Complete the chart below by identifying two things Bobby plans to do when he is older. Use details from the passage in your answer.

WHAT BOBBY PLANS TO DO IN THE FUTURE

1. To play baseball for his live.

2. To be in the hall of fam.

This graphic organizer is accurate but minimally complete. The student has provided text-based details to correctly identify two things Bobby plans to do when he is older (“To play baseball”; “be in the hall of fam”).
In this very brief response, the student has provided a general detail to explain why Bobby says he is not a perfect person ("has a angry").
How does baseball affect Bobby’s schoolwork differently in math class than it does in language arts class? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

Bobby likes language arts class because he can write story about baseball in math class he just dreams about baseball.

In this response, the student has provided a few text-based details to explain how baseball affects Bobby’s schoolwork (“likes language arts class because he can write story about baseball in math class he just dreams about baseball”).
Bobby says, “The biggest thing in my life is baseball.” Write an essay in which you describe what Bobby does that shows that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now and that baseball will also be an important part of his life in the future. Use details from the passage in your answer.

In your essay, be sure to

- describe the things Bobby does that show that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now
- describe the things Bobby does that show he plans for baseball to be an important part of his life in the future
- include details from the passage to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

What his goal to play baseball and he’s think he will be playing it in the future and he will get better in it so he can be the best.

In this brief extended response, the student has provided a minimal description of the importance of baseball in Bobby’s life now (“play baseball”) and how he plans for it to be an important part of his future (“playing it in the future”) and includes no specific examples. The response shows little attempt to maintain focus or organization.

Cluster Score = 1

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill very few requirements of the task and indicate the student has understood only sections of the passage. There is a minimal understanding of how baseball affects Bobby’s everyday life, but very few text-based details are included to support the responses.
Complete the chart below by identifying two things Bobby plans to do when he is older. Use details from the passage in your answer.

WHAT BOBBY PLANS TO DO IN THE FUTURE

1. He won't

2.

This graphic organizer is incomplete. The answer in the first box is incomplete, and no answer is provided for the second box.
28 Why does Bobby say he is not “a perfect person”? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

he Brother wen he

This response is incomplete and includes no relevant information.
How does baseball affect Bobby’s schoolwork differently in math class than it does in language arts class? Use details from the passage to support your answer.

This response is incomplete and includes no relevant information.
Bobby says, “The biggest thing in my life is baseball.” Write an essay in which you describe what Bobby does that shows that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now and that baseball will also be an important part of his life in the future. Use details from the passage in your answer.

In your essay, be sure to
- describe the things Bobby does that show that baseball is the biggest thing in his life now
- describe the things Bobby does that show he plans for baseball to be an important part of his life in the future
- include details from the passage to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

bobby best
baseball. Writing for them. he is a big fan

This extended response is incomplete and includes no relevant information.

Cluster Score = 0
Taken as a whole, the responses are incorrect, incomplete, and irrelevant. Very little information is provided to answer the question.